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and no stars for this field? A: From the documentation of the Formatter:

The Formatter object accepts a formatter_class which is a Python
callable, but it does not require an instance. In your function setup(),

you're passing the lambda_function a Function object which is already
frozen: self.fields['city_id'].formatter = lambda x:

GObject.format_size(x[0], self.context) So when you call formatter_func
the argument passed is the formatter_class mentioned above. I am not

sure what your goal is but if you want to pass a function to the
Formatter object, don't use the argument as a Function, use a reference

to the function itself: self.fields['city_id'].formatter = lambda x:
GObject.format_size(x[0], self.context) # use the reference to the

function rather than the argument self.fields['city_id'].formatter_func =
self.fields['city_id'].formatter Semiconductor chips such as memory

chips are usually provided with fuses. The fuses can be programmed so
that they are either open circuits or closed circuits. This programming is

typically done by blowing them (by heating them) so that a portion of
the fuse material becomes damaged. This causes the fuse to either

open or close depending on the material of the fuse. These fuses can be
used to store information or programming. When a read operation is

performed, a small amount of current is used to open a selected fuse. A
comparator is used to determine whether the current is above a

reference value. If so, the value of the capacitor that is connected in
series to the fuse is read. In an embedded DRAM (eDRAM) device,
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